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1. UITKODUCTIOH

Л theory of electromagnetic oscillations arid fluctuations

is a section of paramount importance in plasma physics, and it

makes a basis for developing complete statistical plasma electro-

dynamics [1,2], since electrodynamics medium properties determine

the nature of self-consistent eigen-oscillations, as well as

fluctuation spectral distributions for various physical quanti-

ties. The study of oscillations and fluctuations is especially

essential for a plasma which ia a classical example of the medium

with a variety of collective phenomena, and is of considerable

interest from both scientific and practical points of view. Fluc-

tuations play the main role under nonequilibrium conditions, in

particular, when a turbulent plasma state occurs. A distinguishing

peculiarity of the latter is the anomalous dependence of kinetic

coefficients on plasma parameters, e.g. on the magnetic field.

Plasma physics progress has widened substantially the notion

of the turbulent matter state, which is to be comprehended as a

nonequilibrium state with a such high level of collective oscil-

lations and fluctuations, that nonlinear interaction between mo-

des becomes essential. Inquiring into nonlinear interaction ef-

fects is the most important pre-condition to be met in order to

formulate a quantitative theory of plasma turbulence. She consi-

deration of fluctuation spectra is a basis not only for the theo-

ry of turbulence, but for the theory of transport processes as

well, since the collisions^, mechanism of transport processes is

modified under a high enough level of fluctuations. Quasilinear

relaxation is a typical example of collective excitation influ-

ence on colliaional processes.

Tho spectral distributions of fluctuations have a broad ma-

ximum in the range of low frequencies and зпш11 scales that is

associated with random motion of individual charged particles

(incoherent fluctuations), and a set of steep maxima at plasma

cigenfrequencies in the large-scale range, associated with col-

lective fluctuations. In the thermal equilibrium state the col-

lective fluctuation level is governed by the temperature, the

relative weight of collective fluctuations in the total spectrum

being small. This makes the reason for the transport confficienta

of weakly nonequilibrium р!азтаз to be determined i.iainly by in-
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coherent fluctuations and be only slightly sensitive to collec-

tive properties. In strongly nonoquilibrium plasmas the collec-

tive excitation level grows very steeply, the nonlinear effects

become a prevailing factor, which must be taken into account in

order to explain oscillations and fluctuations in the nonequi-

librium plasma. In particular, the low-frequency range of the

spectrum may be determined by the collective excitations of non-

linear nature (potential oonvective and drift excitations, mag-

netic oscillations of various types, etc., see [3-5] and the

references in [3-5]).

The study of the low-frequency nonlinear phenomena in the

inhomogeneous magnetoactive plasma is necessary to explain the

experimental data on plasma transport under either natural or

laboratory conditions.

There are several геазопз for того and more attention to be

paid to the low-frequency plasma oscillations and fluctuations,

first of all, improvement of experimental research methods ena-

bling one to determine much more detailed characteristics of

low-frequency motions, secondly, progress of the theory of low-

frequency nonlinear phenomena in plasmaa, thirdly, improvement

and greater capability of numerical simulations, and at last,

the modern large toroidal devices provide experimental evidence

of a atill more complex plasma behavior аз compared to the ini-

tial assumptions (turbulence, chaos and self-organization pheno-

mena, for instance, the profile consistency phenomena may be com-

prehended within a plasma self-organization concept implying

transport coefficients readjustment due to fluctuation excita-

tion). Similarly, the astrophyaical observations} show that the

macroscopic transport coefficients in the mognetosphore cannot

be derived refering to pair collisions only, and the conside-

ration of small-scale collective fluctuationa is required.

The experiments surely confirm the collective exoitation

important role in the diffusion and heat transfer processes in

the magnetically oonfined plasma, and the low-frequenoy (as com-

pared to the gyrofrequency) quaai-flute motions attract particu-

lar attention. The magnetic traps data and the numerical simula-

tion reveal persistently the lov/-frequency turbulence. It is to

be mentioned, thct the low-frequency nonlinear effoots may bo

dominant even in the equilibrium state. It is also interesting,
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that the low-frequency plasma motions have many features common

with hydrodynamic and atmospheric motions. The univeraality of

the physical phenomenon universe ia really amazing and wonderful.

The fruitful study of oscillation nonlinear interaction

in the magnetically confined plasma is possible within a hydro-

dynamic approach. The latter is especially convinient for nume-

rical simulations, because it requires to follow the time* evolu-

tion of only few moments of the distribution function (аз dis-

tinct from the complete kinetic description). This approach is

based on the hydrodynamic transport equations [6], with the

transport coefficients being determined by collisions. The fluc-

tuations are introduced by means of the Landau-Lifshitz method

[71-

The experimental duta on the low-frequenoy fluctuations

cannot be described completely without going beyond the hydrody-

namic treatment and developing a kinetic theory of nonlinear

motions in the collisionless or weakly collisional inhomogeneous

magnetoactive plasma. The kinetic theory enables one to allow

consistently for finite gyroradius and longitudinal thermal ve-

locity phenomena in the nonlinear interaction of oscillations,

and therefore to describe weak turbulence of low-frequency waves

with aooount for thermal effeots. It is to be noted, that the

Chew-Goldberger-Iow model £8] is acceptable for the description

of collisionless plasmas in the case of weak thermal effects.

However, the higher order approximations of collisionless hydro-

dynamics generali 'sing the model 183 and providing consistent

aocount for small thermal corrections are rather involved.

Ihe nonlinear kinetio theory of self-consistent oscillations

is usually developed from a nonlinear material relation between

the polarization and the electric field strength in plasmas,

that follows from the successive iteration solution of the kine-

tic Vlasov equation. The dissipation effects due to weak colli-

sions may be taken into aocount by virtue of the approximate so-

lution [9] of the kinetic equation with the Landau collision in-

tegral.

The investigation of the nonlinear self-oonsiatent plasma

osoillations may be efficiently based on reduced or simplified

nonlinear equations, which correctly allow for dispersion and

nonlinear interaction peculiarities. In particular, considerable
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progreaa has been achieved in the description of the

oscillations, the electromagnetic waves etc. by means of the re-

duoed equations. The same is true as far as the low-frequency

oscillations of the inhoraogeneous magnetoaotive plasma are con-

cerned. The relevant reduced nonlinear equations for them can be

derived within the hydrodynamic or kinetic theory (or the hybrid

theory combining the hydrodynamic transport equations with the

linear kinetic theory equations).

The low-frequency raicroturbulence spectra observed are cha-

racterized in many cases with width comparable to typical fre-

quencies, and this implies essentially nonlinear nature of the

oscillations in the low-frequency band. That is why it seemn to

be very important to go beyond the theoretical models based on

successive approximation methods, and therefore explaining only

weakly nonlinear (weakly turbulent) plasma states, and to deve-

lop a renormalized theory of nonlinear interactions [3-5]• The

description of strongly nonlinear low-frequency self-consistent

motions in the inhomogeneous magnetoactive collisionle3s plasma

may be based on the renormalized material relation [4] between

the polarization and the electric field strength, that can be

derived, for instance, within the quadratic polarization approxi-

mation [41. The renormalized material relation suggests the low-

grequency eigen-excitations of essentially nonlinear nature to

exist in the oolli3ionless plasma in a broad range of wavelengths

and longitudinal phase velocities. Similarly, the statistical

theory of nonlinear low-frequency plasma fluctuations must refer

to the renormalization concept [3,5]- The renormalized linear

response functions and the renormalized nonlinear electric sus-

ceptibilities are the basio quantities of such theory in addi-

tion to the fluctuation correlation functions.

The modern plasma theory is founded on a comprehensive ap-

plication of statistical methods. The moet complete description

of plasma properties may be obtained on the basis of the general

dynamic approaoh in statistical theory worked out by N.N.Bogo-

liubov [101. The fundamental oonoept of this treatment involves

a sequence of many-partiole distribution functions whioh comple-

tely describe all macrosoopiо properties of the system. The se-

quence of many-partiole functions satisfy an interconnected

chain of equations whioh are conventionally referred to as the
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Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy. The approximate

solution of this hierarchy of equations makes it poaaible to ex-

press the two-particle distribution function in terms of the one-

partiole funotion and thus to derive a closed kinetic equation

for particles.

This approach may be naturally extended to describe nonli-

near processes in turbulent plasmas within the oontext of the

nonlinear mioroacopio field equation £1,2,3,51. The successive

multiplication of this equation by itself and the statistical

averaging yield a hierarchy of nonlinear equations for a sequence

of correlation funotions. Cutting off this chain of equations and

excluding higher-order correlation funotions may yield a closed

equation for the quadratic correlation function cf ths field

fluctuations with regard for both seoond-order terms [1]and

third-order terms [11] with respect to the field intensity, as

well as incoherent phenomena due to random motion of individual

particles [1,12]. In the stationary case, this equation directly

determines the speotral distribution of the fluctuation field

energy. In the' general oase, this equation serves for deriving a

generalized kinetic wave equation that describes turbulent proo-

esses in the plasma [2].

In the quadratic approximation with respect to the intensi-

ties of waves involved in interaction, the kinetio equation des-

cribee nonlinear three-wave decay interaction and induced wave

scattering by particles. These mechanisms are responsible for

the saturation of the fluctuation level in the weakly turbulent

plasma, the value of whioh is given by the solution of the kine-

tio wave equation. Several characteristic examples may be poin-

ted out* the (Langmuir and ion-sound) waves in the homogeneous

unmagnetized plasma [13-16] and the low-frequency waves in the

lnhomogeneous magnetically confined plasma [4,17-21].

She generalized kinetic equation also describes wave soatte-

ring and transformation by fluctuations ot the dieleotrio permit-

tivity and the nonlinear electric susceptibilities [21.

Уоиг-wave interactions are described by the kinetio equa-

tion In the cubic approximation with respeot to the wave intensi-

ties. The Langmuir turbulenoe can be mentioned as a oharacteria-

tlo example of the four-wave interaction playing the cruoial ro-

le Li5b Note that the four-wave interaction produces nonlinear
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frequexicy shifts and, thus, is а1зо responsible for the satura-

tion of the critical fluctuation levels under оеаи instability

and parametric resonance [2]. The four-wave interaction may be

significant in the low-frequency turbulence [212,23].

The direct analysis [11] of the nonlinear equation for the

apectral quadratic correlation function of the electric field

fluctuations taking into account cubic terms allows that aorne

termtj associated with three-wave interaction diverge. Selective

summation of the divergent terms woa carried out in [11}, the

formal procedure reducing to introduction of a plasma dielectric

permittivity modified due to the nonlinear effects. Theoretical

difficulties occuring in course of perturbation series summation

and operating with non-perturbed x-esponse functions way be con-

sistently overcome by means of the theory renonnaliBation [3,43-

The renormalized plasma turbulence equations were introdu-

ced for the first time by B.B.Kadomtsev [24] within the context

of the weak coupling approximation. The papers by T.Dupree and

J.V/einstoek [25,26] dealt with the renormalization of a particle

propagator due to turbulent diffusion in the velocity space.

L.I.Rudakov and V.W.Tsytovich developed the reiiormalisation pro-

cedure [27-29] for the particle propagator and the dielectric

permittivity making use of an operator of effective turbulent

collisions.

To study plasma turbulence S.Orszag and R.Kraichnan sugges-

ted to apply the direct interaction approximation [30], worked

out initially for the description of strong hydrodynamic turbu-

lence [31,32]. The direct interaction approximation (DIA) [30]

takes into account the nonlinear processes quadratic with respect

to fluctuation fields intensity and disregards incoherent plasma

phenomena. The equations, formulated in [30], had not attracted

special attention untill their physical meaning was illuminated

in [33-37]. The oorrespondence between the weak coupling approxi-

mation and the direct interaction approximation was analysed in

[38] (in this oontext, the attempt [39] to apply the weak coup-

ling approximation for the description of the low-frequency plas-

ma oacillationa in the case of a toroidal magnetic field confi-

guration is to be mentioned).

The ideology [2,10] was used to work out a general renorma-

Haed dynamical approach [3] in the statistical plasma theory
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vvhich inherency enables one to inaiude the incoherent plasma

phenomena, аз well аз cubic v/ith reapect to fluctuatioua inten-

sity processes, in the renormalized theory scheme. This approach

was employed in [_3] to develop a microscopic nonlinear theory of

fluctuationa in the homogeneous unmagnetized plasma for the сазе

of potential interaction between particles (and homogeneous and

stationary correlations). It i3 natural to apply the general re-

normalized dynamical approach [31 for developing the nonlinear

kinetic theory of fluctuations in the inhomogeneous magnetically

confined plasma for the general case of electromagnetic interac-

tion [5]. Renorrnalization of the statistical plaama theory enab-

les one to investigate a variety of nonlinear phenomena which

are very important in view of further theory progress and prac-

tical applications, in particular, to study the low-, equency

structures and fluctuations in the inhomogeneoun magnetoactive

plasma [4,5].

The present paper sets forth the basic statements of the

renormalized statistical plasma electrodynamics.

2. Tli'ji BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE RK1IORMALIZSD STATISTICAL

THEORY OF PLASblA NONLINEAR FLUCTUATIONS

Let us consider a two-component plasma, containing negati-

vely charged particles - electrons, and positively charged par-

ticles - ions. For simplicity, the ions are assumed to be immobi-

le and to neutralize the зрасе electron charge, only. The plasma

state is completely determined, if a microscopic particle densi-

ty in the phase space (or a microscopic distribution function),

r<?,v,t)= L. 5(t-^(t>)S(v-v,(t)) , (1)

is known, here t-^iti and V^ (t) are the radius vector and

the velooity of the particle <<. at a time moment t , /V is

the number of particlea in the electron component. The descrip-

tion of fluctuations in the plasma can be reduced to the study

of mioroaoopic density (1) correlation properties. Further ana-

lysis is carried out within the non-relativistic approximation,

with, electromagnetic interaction between particles reducing to

the purely Coulomb interaction. Then, the funotion (1) is gover-
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ned by the following continuity aquation in the phase space:

• 0-» I ;• • 0 I*-'

where e and m are the electron charge and the electron

тааэ. The microscopic field E. ia determined from the Poisson

equation,

v*-E - 4ire($dv3f - n
o
] , (3)

n.
o
 is an average ion density.

A one-particle distribution function i is defined as

the statistical mean value of the microsoopic density, i * <?> .

She microscopic field moan value is assumed to be equal to zero,

the one-particle distribution i is assumed to be stationary

and homogeneous.

The space-time Fourier transformation is applied. Excluding

from the starting point equations (2) and (3) the electric

field, one obtains the following nonlinear equation for the

Fourier component $*
к
 (к * k ,u ) of the miorosoopio density

fluctuation, Sf s У - j :

where the notations,

•
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are introduced.The operator lj describes the motion of a non-

interacting, bare, partiole in the plasma. The Coulomb interac-

tion operator l'
K
 accounts for medium polarization associated

with particle motion (with nonlinear interaction to be disregar-

ded). These operators are represented as matrioes in the velocity

space. The matrix L° (v, 7') is diagonal, meanwhile the mat-

rix L^(v,v') has a separable dependence on the velooitiea.

With an external magnetio field B
o
 to be present, the

additional term, S(v-7
/
)u

e
v'«'b• Эу, ( u)

ft
 я ев

о
/">с ia the gy-

rofrequenoy, 1> » 6
C
/ B

o
 ), is to be introduced into the right-

hand side of the expression defining L* lv,\T') .

The mean value of the product of the phase density fluctua-

tion» lu i»wc distinct зраоз points at the same time moment is

related to the two-particle correlation function [2]. The time

correlation functions, defined as mean values of the produots

of the fluctuations at distinot time moments, play more impor-

tant role in the determination of plasma electrodynamic proper-

ties. A space-time correlation function for the fluctuations of

partiole phase density,

is of particular interest. In the spatially homogeneous and sta-

tionary plaama it depends on the difference of space-points coor-

dinates and the time difference, only. The knowlegde of the cor-

relation function for the mioroscopic density fluctuations enab-

les one to find correlation functions for arbitrary plasma quanti-

ties (the charge, the current, the field, etc.). A speotral dis-

tribution of the phase density fluctuations,

is defined as the spaoe-time Fourier transformation of the funo-

tion (5).

Let us deduce the equation for the fluctuation speotral

distribution (6) with regard to the quadratic terms with respoot

to the correlation function, applying the general

approach elaborated in [1,3], and proceeding from the

equation (4) for the phase density fluctuations. A sequence of

the correlation funotions, <.51
а
>„ , <Sf

J
\
 K
/, < %i">„ ,

f/ к
„ and
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so on, is defined as follows:

(* 1 Д

The auccesaive multiplication of Bq.(4) by itself and subsequ-

ent statistical averaging yield a hierarchy of inhomogeneoua

nonlinear integral equations, governing the sequence of the oor-

relation funotion3 for the phase density fluctuations and being

siailar to the Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy of

equations. The first equation of the hierarchy looks like

*«\*2:и.„'ч..<»
1
>.,..

(7)

In a similar manner the equations for the third- and forth order

correlation functions, <Kf
i
> and < S f > , are derived. These

equations ooatain the higher-order correlation funotions, and

ao on. Thus, the conventional closure problem arises.

Before outting off the chain of equations, a renormalized

operator I
 N K
 , L

K
» L

NK
 + C^

K
~ t

W K
 ) э is to be introduced.

The latter will be determined from the oondi.ti.on of equation (7)

diagonalization, requiring the nonlinear terras, proportional to

<Sf
a
>

 K
 , to vanish in (7). Let us introduce,for the renorma-

lized operator, a Groen function R , J«tv'L
A/K
(v,v')ft

(i
(v', v»)»B(v-v'>
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(L»K
 R
K *

 1
 ̂  t which is direotly related to a renor-

malized function of the phase density linear response to a weak-

external perturbation, and a homogeneous solution ^ s « >

L^nSfjn = 0 , or a so called source function. Rewriting Eq.

(4) identically,

от. + к \ Z. L_ 1 bj о* ~ \ oJ о* /1 *•

one aan consider the hierarchy of equations for the correlation

function sequence, emerging from the latter equation.

Hegleoting correlation functions of orders higher than

four, expressing the cubio correlation function in terms of the

quadratic one, reletr-ng the fourth order correlation function

to the scarce correlation function and assuming the difference,
L
«k " ^к t

 t 0
 contain, at least, terms linear with respeot to

correlation funotions, one derives the following nonlinear equa-

tion for the speotral distribution of the phase density fluctua-

tions Ш
г
>

к
 [3]«

(8)

1

where Q is a so called source density:

(9)
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If one takes L
4 K
 = L^ then Eq.(8) corresponds to the non-re-

normalized nonlinear theory 2 , with the ро1сз of the Green

/unction ft determining the frequencies of plasma eigen-exoi-

tations within the linear approximation.

Let us determine the operator t
 ы
 from the renormaliza-

tion oondition. Requiring the expression in square brackets in

(8) to be equal to zero, one deduces a nonlinear equation for

the renormalized Green function ft :

( L
K
- H "L R l

v
 <s»»> >ft

k
 - i .

which is to be supplemented with a nonlinear equation fcr the

spectral distribution of the phase density fluctuations <Sf
2
)

The right-hand side of (11) allows for plasma incoherent

fluctuations, due to random motion of individual particles, in

particular, the fluctuations of plasma electrodynamics parameters

(such as the dieleotrio permittivity and the nonlinear eleotrio

susceptibilities). She poles of the renormalized Green funotion

R again determine the frequencies of eigen-excitations, how-

ever, the nonlinear interaction influence on the latter is ta-

ken into account direotly now. If incoherent fluctuations ere

disregarded, (10) and (11) yield the direct interaction appro-

ximation equations [30,33]*

Similarly to the initial operator L , the renormalized

operator L
 N
 is represented in the velocity space as a sum of

matrices,

t :
" (12)

L'
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) to have separable dependence on the ve-

' -, ] •

(13)

((the иоп-эерагаЫе part Lwl5 ( v , v ' > i s not diagonal with
nonlinear interaction being taken into account),

(14)

1̂4
It ie natural to consider the operators L and as
the renormalized operators of bare particle motion and Coulomb

interaction, respectively.

Let из rewrite (10) and (11), the velocity dependence being

marked explicitly: _.,

г

C 7'

(15)

where the matrices L^c?,?') and L^uCv, 7'> are governed

by (13) and (14). Equations (15) and (16) are baaio in the re-

normalized statistical theory of nonlinear plasma fluctuations.
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Since the renormalized theory equations constitute a oomp-

ISJC system of nonlinear multidimensional integrodifferential

equations, only isolated examples of their solution оan be men-

tioned [3,5.38,40]. It appears, therefore, to be very important

to work out general methods of analysing the basic equations of

the renormalized theory, these methods are considered below.

3. THE SPECTRAL DISTHIBUTION OP NOH-SCREENED

FLUCTUATIONS AMD THE NOH-SCREENED-RESPONSE

FUNCTION

Let us introduce a Green funotion <r
K
 for the operator

L° . L' &,» f , then

K
Since the matrix l'

v
 is separable in the velocity space, the

relation [33],

follows immediately from (17), here

is a renormalized dielectric permittivity of the plasma. It is

natural to call the Green function &
K
 the (renormalized) non-

soreened-response function, rofering to the factorization re-

lation (18). Introducing (18) into (17), one derives the exact

solution of the latter equation:

ч-к&к-о-г-А^)^ •
 (2o)

In aooordance with the solution (20), the poles of the renorma-

lized Green function R
 K
 are related to the poles of the non-

soreened-response funotion G
 K
 and the zeroes of the renorma-

lized dielectric permittivity £„(к> .

Let us rewrite the equation for the renormalized source

funotion S f
& k
 in the form, analogous to (17),
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where Ы°
н
 is a solution of the homogeneous equation,

Similarly to (17), (21) admits the exact solution,

%i . P %i ° (23)
SK К SK •

which satiafieu the following relation [3}:

7 5 f
° •

 <24)

It is natural to call the quantity Sf
SK
 a renormalized non-

soreened-aource function. If the renormalization of the bare

particle motion operator is disregarded, then £JSK represents

the phase density fluctuation in the system o£ noninteraction

particles [21.

Let us define a non-soreened fluctuation Si ° by analogy

with (23):

with the relation

j v SiK - ja? «°
к
 (26)

to hold and to determine the sense of the quantity <ff
K
 as the

microaoopic particle density fluctuation without aocount for

linear polarization effects. In what follows, this quantity is

called a phase density non-soreened fluctuation. The fluctua-

tion nonlinear interaotion being negleoted, Si
 K

 x
 SV

Sk
 . and

hence, Si £ • S"*s°k . Then, (25) (or (23)) is a familiar linear

theory relation between the fluctuation of the partiole dist-

ribution function in the plasma and the fluctuations of the

distribution function and the oharg» density in the system of

non-interaoting particles.

The mloroscopio field fluctuation is related to the partio

1« density fluctuation by virtu* of the Foieeon equation. The

latter reduces to the form,

*„<•«> Ец • Oae/ik) (*?&„• , (27)
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after the relation (25) is taken into acoount. The renormalized

effeot of linear plasma polarization ia separated out explicitly

in (27). It follows immediately from (27), that

S K .
 (28)

'.Due right-hand aide of (28) to be disregarded, thia equation

governs plasma eigen-osoillatioas with frequencies, which are de-

termined from the renormalized dispersion relation,

£ w(k,«) * 0 . (29)

It is suitable to rewrite the relation (25), combining it with

(27):

«„- «: - & Л Е , , (зо)

where tJ
k
(v)« (ik/<uiO L „

K
 (\T) ia a so oalled (renormalized)

interaction function» Equation (30) yields the relation between

the spectral distribution of the phase density fluctuations and

the spectral distributions of the phase density non-screened

fluctuations and the electric field fluctuations:

(3D

Thus, the description of plasma nonlinear fluctuations may

proceed from a set of the so-called non-screened quantitiess the

(renormalized) non-acreened-responae function G , the spec-

tral distribution of the non-screened fluctuations <Sf° > ,

the renormalized Coulomb interaction operator L
N K
 and the

renormalized non-aoreened-aouroe funotion Sf^ . The latter

is governed by (22), while the equations for all the rest quan-

tities follow from (11) and (12), combined with (20),(23) and

(25) [3,5]*

(32)
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here
«;, • <«;•>,,

- ZL * 1 „ р & I P P P (
v v v V"J v s V K 3 K ' ' s l t i *

e

la a ao called non-screened-aource density,

[L°
K
 - ZliL P Г [ Т <Si°

4
> ]& « 1

In thia approach the collective effeota deearibed by means of

the renormalized dielectric permittivity £ (Ц) , are aepara-

ted out explicitly.

The spectral distribution of the non-screened fluctuations

being determined from the solution of the system (32)-(34) and

(22), one oan find fluctuation speotral distributions for other

plasma quantities. A speotral quadratlo correlation function for

the field <.Е
г
>

к
 ie of particular interest, sinoe it directly

determines the speotral distribution of the fluctuation field

energy in the plasma.

4. THE SPECTRAL DISIHIBUTIOH OP THB ELECTRIC

FIELD F1UCIUATIOHS AMD THB RENOffllALIZED

DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY

Let us represent the solutions ot the equations (33) and

(34) for the renormaiiaed non-soreened-response funotion and the

renormalized Coulomb interaction operator as expansions in po-

wers of correlation funotlone (while preserving the dielectrio

permittivity renormalimation). Equation (33) yieldst
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(35)

where . А Л л

liquation (34) yields the analogous expansion:

Integrating (32) over velooities, introducing the expansions

and (36) and also the relation (28) (or (27)), one

finally deduoes the following relation [41]:

* . + X « К

I * ^ k * ... , ( 3 7 )

where

(39)

L

The quantity (40) ia the plasma nonlinear eleotrio sueoeptibility

of the beoond order [2].

The definition (19) of the renormalized dieleotrio peruit-

tivity, combined with th» expaneiono (35) and (36), and the re-
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lation (27), yields another constraint [41]:

V 2 - K ' K| (41)

here £cic) « I • (Цле/ilO («U G,, oL f i* the plasma dieleotrio

permittivity within the linear approximation,

f »> (I) _ <V

( 4 2 )

* «,,w -
л
 «v^.v^i,,^ ,

 (43)
the quantity (43) is the nonlinear eleotric susoeptibility of

the third order [2],

(44)

(г>
 г

 (г) л (г>

l
2
 Sf'

The relationships (37) and (41) are not olosed, sinoe they

oontain explioitly the correlation funotions for non-aoreened

fluctuations. The way to olose these constraints is to be poin-

ted out in order to use them ae a ayvtem of reduoed equations

for the field fluctuation spectral distribution and the renorma-

lized dieleotrio permittivity. Let us assume, that one can dis-

regard the nonlinear interaction of fluctuations, while oaloula-

ting the correlation funotions <Е5$
О
>

К
 and < Sf°

l
> „ in (38),

(39) and (44), with the approximation,

to be valid. Then, the relations (37) and (41) constitute the
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oloaed system of equations, the order of the retained terms cor-

responding to (45)» and the terms with the operators 1 (к,.к.)

and д
 (K
ii'"j

>K
i'

>
 allowing for the incoherent fluctuations of

the dielectric permittivity and the second order nonlinear elec-

tric susceptibility, respectively (see Ref.C2]).

5. THE FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION RELATIONSHIP

In the equilibrium plasma additional relations between the

fluctuation correlation function anU the relevant response func-

tion may hold simplifying the analysis of the basic renormalized

theory equations- With the linear response of the one-particle

distribution function on a small external perturbation of the

field to be determined from approximate solution [4?.} of the

Liouville equation and directly from the microscopic equations

(2) and (3), the following relation holds:

( 4 6 )

<д> - u ) .

where curly brackets denote the classical Poisson brackets, and

Sp is a charge density fluotuation, Sp=ej*J? S> „ in the

equilibrium plasma case Eq.(46) reduces to the form,

U A (?)
 ( 4 7 )

here T is the plasma temperature. The latter relation may be

regarded as the detailed fluctuation dissipation relation. In-

tegrating (47) over the velocity yields a well-known fluctuation

dissipation theorem that couples the imaginary part of the inver-

se dielectric permittivity with the spectral distribution of the

field fluctuations,

<E
2
> > (1*ТЛ0 In. (1/£* C K O . ( 4 8 )

In the non-screened fluctuation representation the detailod

fluotuation-dieoipation relation baa the form,

iv^ U 9 )

with ffp° to bo a non-acreened fluotuation of the charge density,
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J4v Sf° . Integrating (49) over the velocity, one finds:

< 5 р " г > К . (50)

This formula ia the inversion of the fluctuation-dissipation

relation, oombiiiing it with the Kramars-Kronig dispersion rela-

tions one can express the renormalized dielectric permittivity

of the plaama in terms of the spectral distribution of the char-

ge density non-aoreened fluctuation.

6. THE REDUCED DESCRIPTION OP LOW-FREQUENCY

FLUCTUATIONS IN THE MAGNETOACTIVE PLASMA:

THE RENORMALI2ATION OP THE NONLINEAR ELECTRIC

SUSCEPTIBILITY

In the case of strongly nonlinear low-frequency (the fre-

quency ia much less than the gyrofrequency w
&
 ) fluctuations

in the magnetoactive plasma, the approximation (45), implying

the expansions of the correlation functions for the phase densi-

ty fluctuations in powers of the quadratic correlation funotion

for the electric field fluctuations, are unjustified. Neverthe-

less, the transition from the detailed renormalized theory equ-

ations (15) and (16) to the reduced nonlinear equations (similar

to (37) and (41)) for quantities, integral over velocities, is

still possible, if an idea to renormalize the nonlinear eleotrio

susceptibility of the plasma is used [4,5,43,44]•

Let us introduce fluctuation moments БМ :

-
y
 y, j \

 ( 5 1 )

and the first-order, x » and the second-order, У , response

coefficients:

i a

W<E~\4 . (52)
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W < E . . . \ •
 (53)

In what follows, the incoherent fluctuations in the plaama are

disregarded ( Q « c ) . Equation (15) yields a relation betwee

the first- and the second-order response coefficients:

у . Z , ^ у, (54)

that is approximate, beoause of the equation (15) approximative

character. Multiplying (15) by a quantity v
;
"...v" L

ul
,(v"v)

and integrating it over the velocities v,v' and v" yield an

infinite chain of equations for a sequenoe of quadratic oorrela-

tion funotion moments:

. » , , (56)

*

0 ( > 2
^ .

 (57)

vrhere the n o t a t i o n s (51) and (52), the Poiseon equation and the

equations (13) and (14) are used, K f t ( * 1 , ' V ^
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The nonlinear interaction texms being neglected,then

where the momenta < 8 M n E } " ' are governed by an infinite sys

tem of linear inhomogeneous equations,

It is suitable to represent its solution in the form

where o>

Clearly, £ (к) s % (к) is the plasma linear electrio suscep-

tibility [2].

In general, the representation,

< O <5МЕ>^ , (61)

is to be introduced, with the quantity <SM
n
E>

K
 to allow for

the nonlinear interaction of fluctuations. When r\ « 0 , (61)

has the form,

Let ue multiply (15) by v̂ ... v ^
 t
 integrate it over the

velocities v and v' and take into account the definitions

(51) and (52), then a sequence of relations emerges,
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(ч -n(£J> <Ег
> . (63)

2
 1

 К
*

In particular, for n.«О (63) has the form,

< £ > „ Z X i N . V X ( * V < E > < E > •
К,+ Кг»К 1 2 ( 6 4 )

If it were possible to relate the response coefficients X(*
1
.,ic

2
'>

tc the spectral distribution of the field fluctuations <E
l
>

K
 ,

one would deduce a olosed equation for the latter quantity. It

is to be noted that the infinite chain of equations (55)-(57)

for the quadrat!о correlation function moments and the sequence

of constraints (63) are equivalent to the initial system of the

basic renormalized theory equations.

It may be expected, that the nonlinear interaction of

fluctuations, represented by the second term in the right-hand

side of (61), will produce the renormalization of the coefficient

***<*>
 s

 O * > — **rv<*>
 ( a e e

 (55Ы57)). That is why, it

is suitable to rev/rite the relation (63):

, - K , > < E V <E a> ,к > Х ( к K > < E V < E > ( 6 5 )

where

a nonlinear correction л'Х^С'О in (67) remaining undeter-

mined for the present. Then, (58) follows directly from (65),

when the fluctuation nonlinear interaction is disregarded. In

particular, (66) has the form,

x c v v - z^cvv/li + V*>1 . (68)

f o r , ( \ » o .
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If the second moment (^м г Е> к in (56) were expressed
in terms of the speotral diatr ibution of the field fluctuations

< Е г > к > (55) and (56) would yield a closed nonlinear equation
for the distr ibution < Е г > к (while oomparing of the l a t t e r
with (64) would immediately yield an explicit expression for the
response ooefficient Х(к. ,к г > . Sinoe such a olosure appears
to be hardly possible in general, some approximations are to be
used.

Let us represent the moments with n i 2 as follows:

С < n > K <tAl>'K , (69)

where (UM
n
E>

K
 is a quadratic functional of the spectral dis-

tribution (Е
г
>

к
 , while the part (SM

A
E>^ takes into acoount

a residual nonlinear interaction. This part ia assumed to be neg-

ligible (a quadratic interaction approximation). Y/ithin this

approximation (57) yields an infinite chain of linear inhomoge-

neous equations for the nonlinear parts <?M
fK
E>

K
*

>
 of the oor-

relation funotions with л г 2 :

( 7 0 )

Equations (56) and (55) can be rewritten identically, with the

representation (61) for л • 1 to be used:

• it- <5M
2

1 Z ™o
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г •* г- ч ( N > (72)

£ > = (kn/'ikci-) к- <SM E>к 1 к

лп aceordanoe with (65) '•

( § М Е ̂  = - C i k / ^ J i ) A c ( к ) ( Е ) *

( 7 3 )

* (' к/2л) 21 7 ( к , к > Х ( - к , - к ) ( Е г > ^Е-а>
1 2 . 1 2 К, К г

The syatei.1 of equations (7O)-(73) is closed.

Comparing (73) with (70)-(72), one derives chains of equa-

tions for the quantities Ejdt , к р and д 2
v r k
 (K> . In par-

ticular, the chain of equations for the coefficients £ ̂ (^,К
г
)

пал tb» following form:

£ CK, 2̂") =
 k' к-, ('<

)
Лр/

(0
 , (74)

> ( й М О
^ г

0>
 («)>

 с
^^

 2 >
 (76)

The oolution of (76) admits a suitable representation,

(77)

Introduoing (77) into (75), ono deduces

( 7 8 )

v/here the low-frequency oharacter of fluctuations ia taken into

aoi;ouH« ( w << <J
B
>. Equation (74) yields, roapoctivoly:
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- u> - (г> _ (г> «> , (79)

where эг (к,,к
г
1 is the non-symmetrized nonlinear electric

auaoeptibility of the second order [2], and

* (.< ,к ) s ck b'k «k / Ь Ц u . (80)
1 2 2 1 2 0 1

— {2>

The quantity *R
<
>

K
i''

<
a

)
 •'•

s c a
H

e <
^-

 a
 renormalized nonli-

near electric auoceptibility of the second order.

Thua, in accordance with (68)

where

(82)

is a renormalized dispersion function to be determined from the

system of equationa for the quantities д?.^
п
(к> , emerging

from (70)-(73):

Д l
N
 (к) = IT• д JJ

W I
 (*> /a) , (S3)

-vUil (Ю - U л ! ( К ) 4 • L k • Ь 2. (К) s

\ > . (85)

here C < v v >
Using (77) , one f inds the s o l u t i o n of (85) for r\ г Ъ г

21 ilz^v^'i5 "
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where

л 0 (1) -. -» -» (г> (87)

LK г <*1,K2,*J>*-Otlk-l<1l/rAklt,'>;y'U* < V V •

If (78) is taken into acoount in (85) for л • Z , the solution
of the latter can be represented as

( 8 8 )

with an equation,

(89)

to govern a quantity a (n ,* s .In v/hat follows, the quan-

tity ('к-ч
2
0с

)
,к

а
'>и'ь). W is needed, only. Within the low-fre-

quenoy approximation (89) yields the following expression for

the latter:

The solution ot (84), where the quantity
 &

^-
M2
 (*) i

by (88), can be oast into the form, similar to (88):

t 2 \ »

v/ith a quantity 1 (к , к ) to be governed by an equation,
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(92)

VVV '̂̂'V'*" W

The solution of the latter v/ithin the low-frequency approxima-

tion looko like

(93)

4 }

Introducing (91) into (83), one deduces an expression for the

unknown nonlinear correction д 2
л
( к ) to the dispersion func-

tion (82):

(94)

where a renormalized nonlinetir electric auaceptitoility of the

third order,

is introduced.

The expression (81), relating the first order response

coefficient to the renormalized dispersion function and the re-

normalized nonlinear electric susceptibility of the seoond order,

is to be introduced into (64) and (94). As a result, the final

set of reduoed nonlinear equations for the spectral distribution

of the eleotric field fluctuations «ad the renormalized disper-

sion funotion emerges:
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( <E
2
>

k
 " - <Е

г
>

к
 > . This aystem of equations governs the low-

frequency fluctuations within the guadratic interaction approxi-

mation. In the case of weakly nonlinear fluctuations, when

£СЮ<Е г
>„ = ° , (96) and (97) correspond to (37) and (41).

It is to be noted, that though the homogeneous plasma with immo-

bile ions (one-component plasma) has been considered, neverthe-

less (96) and (97) are applicable for the description of Donli-

noar fluctuations in the weakly inhomogeneous and multicomponent

plasmas (since the coefficient X
 г
' has no dependence on the

particle sort), the equation (60) for the quantity Z ° modi-

fying in a proper way (see [4]), only:

СС
K

(v .v ,г
k

and the quantities ж <к>, « (*,,к
2
) and к f

lt
,»

lt

2
»
K

3
.>

being understood as total eleotric susceptibilities of the weakly

inhomogeueous plasma [4] rather than partial ones.

In [5»44] the reduced nonlinear model (96) and (97) is ap-

plied to calculate stationary spectra of strongly nonlinear con-

vective fluctuations in plasmas.
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